PYLOX

LAZER

EASY & QUICK
SPRAY PAINT
Note:
Colours representations on website may vary from actual paint colours. Visit your nearest Nippon Paint Colour Creations outlet(s) to get a physical colour card to confirm your colour choices.
Note: Colours representations on website may vary from actual paint colours. Visit your nearest Nippon Paint Colour Creations outlet(s) to get a physical colour card to confirm your colour choices.
METALLIC GLOSS COLOURS

- Green Gold 704
- Solid Gold 710
- Gold 705
- Red Gold 712
- Flash Gold 706
- Flash Red 714
- Flash Violet 703
- Medium Blue 702
- Silver Light Green 707
- Flash Green 713
- Silver 42
- Distinguished Silver 701
- Sparkle Silver 711

Note: Colours representations on website may vary from actual paint colours. Visit your nearest Nippon Paint Colour Creations outlet to get a physical colour card to confirm your colour choices.

FLUORESCENT COLOURS

- Fluorescent White 607
- Fluorescent Yellow 600
- Fluorescent Apricot 608
- Fluorescent Orange 601
- Fluorescent Red 602
- Fluorescent Pink 603
- Fluorescent Magenta 609
- Fluorescent Violet 604
- Fluorescent Blue 606
- Fluorescent Green 605

CANDYTONE COLOURS

- Bright Chrome 700
- Candy Red 801
- Candy Green 802
- Candy Gold 803
- Candy Blue 804

SPECIAL FUNCTIONAL COLOURS

ANTI-RUST
Specially formulated as protective, anti-rust & anti-corrosion primer for bare metal surfaces.

- Anti-Rust Brown 12

HEAT RESISTANT
Highly resistant to temperature up to 600°C. Suitable to withstand high heat temperature equipments & surfaces. Protect iron & steel surfaces from weathering & corrosion.

- Silver 709
- Black 708

Note: Colours representations on website may vary from actual paint colours. Visit your nearest Nippon Paint Colour Creations outlet to get a physical colour card to confirm your colour choices.
Pylox Lazer

- Easy To Use
- Quick Dry
- Excellent Hiding
- Suitable For DIY Projects
- Ozone Friendly
- CFC Free

APPLICATION DATA

- Drying time (touch dry): 10 mins
- Drying time (hard dry): 1 hour
- Coverage per litre per coat (m²): 4 - 5 m²

THE COATINGS EXPERT
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